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Summary1

Generating and maintaining a diverse repertoire2

of naive T cells is essential for protection against3

pathogens, and developing a mechanistic and quanti-4

tative description of the processes involved lies at the5

heart of our understanding of vertebrate immunity.6

Here we review the biology of naive T cells from birth7

to maturity and outline how the integration of math-8

ematical models and experiments has helped us to9

develop a fuller picture of their life-histories.10

1 | Introduction11

T cells are a key component of the adaptive immune12

system and have the capacity to specifically recognise13

pathogens and mount a sterilising immune response14

to the infection. The persistence of specific T cells15

after an immune response is the basis of immuno-16

logical memory, and for many pathogens a single in-17

fectious encounter results in life-long immunity to18

further exposures. The diverse repertoire of antigen19

receptors expressed by T cells represents a potent20

weapon for the immune system but also introduces21

unique challenges. Generation and maintenance of22

the naive (antigen-inexperienced) T cell compart-23

ment is a complex, multi-staged process, that must24

balance repertoire diversity with self-tolerance. Con-25

sequently, there has been great interest in under- 26

standing the developmental processes responsible for 27

generating and maintaining this repertoire. Much of 28

this work has been qualitative, identifying the ex- 29

trinsic signals and genetic programmes that direct 30

different stages of T cell development. However al- 31

most all stages of a T cell’s life history are funda- 32

mentally dynamic, arising from a series of balances 33

between production, death or differentiation. Mea- 34

suring the relative contributions of these processes 35

and how each of them responds to physiological per- 36

turbations is important for understanding how ver- 37

tebrates maintain large, diverse and tolerant T cell 38

populations. Here we review examples of how quan- 39

titative approaches have contributed to a deeper un- 40

derstanding of naive T cell development and main- 41

tenance, from early stages in the thymus through to 42

the periphery. 43

2 | Quantitative aspects of 44

thymic development 45

Since the population biology of T lymphocytes as a 46

whole involves very large numbers of cells, the ma- 47

jority of modelling approaches have employed ordi- 48

nary differential equations (ODEs) to track the ex- 49

pected sizes of the population(s) of interest as they 50
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undergo division, death or differentiation. The inter-51

pretation of the parameters in these models is then52

usually straightforward, although the expression for53

the expected time taken for cells to pass successfully54

through a sequence of maturation steps are perhaps55

unintuitive (Box 1). In what follows we highlight56

the methodology only in the few instances in which57

probabilistic, stochastic or agent-based models have58

been used.59

2.1 | Thymic T cell precursors – lin-60

eage choices and expanding the61

repertoire62

T cells develop from haematopoetic progenitors that63

reside in the bone marrow. Uncommitted lymphoid64

progenitors then migrate to the thymus as early65

thymic progenitors (ETP), where they can commit66

to a T lineage cell fate. Prior to T lineage commit-67

ment, ETP have the potential to develop into B cells,68

NK cells and dendritic cell lineages, and thymic NK69

and DC populations are physiologically recognised70

products of these early progenitors. The stages of T71

cell development in thymus are extremely well char-72

acterised1,2 and illustrated in Figure 1. Briefly, ex-73

pression of CD4 and CD8 co-receptors provides a74

low resolution overview of the process. Progenitors75

enter the thymus as double negative (DN) for both76

coreceptors, but upregulate both following success-77

ful rearrangement of Tcr genes and expression of a78

mature TCR to become CD4 CD8 double positive79

(DP). These DP cells then undergo a selection pro-80

cess that identifies cells with functional TCRs and81

then correlates onward lineage development into the82

CD4 or CD8 lineage with MHC restriction, result-83

ing in down-regulation of CD4 in class I restricted84

cells to give CD8 lineage T cells, and the loss of CD885

expression by Class II restricted cells to give rise to86

CD4 lineage T cells.87

The DN compartment includes early progenitor T88

cells that commit to the T cell lineage and start89

the process of Trcb gene arrangements that give90

rise to mature TCR structures. Expression of func- 91

tional TCRβ chains stimulates cells to undergo ex- 92

tensive cell division and expansion, resulting in the 93

generation of the large numbers of DPs required 94

to audition for selection. These different stages of 95

DN development can be conveniently identified on 96

the basis of CD25 and CD44 expression. ETP en- 97

ter the thymus and fall within the CD44+CD25− 98

(DN1) phenotype, further identified by expression 99

of cKit3. Commitment to the T cell lineage oc- 100

curs in CD44+CD25+ (DN2) cells, which can further 101

be divided into cells that retain NK and dendritic 102

cell potential4,5 (DN2a) and those fully committed 103

to T lineage (DN2b). Trcb gene rearrangement oc- 104

curs in cells with a CD44−CD25+ (DN3) phenotype, 105

which can also be further divided into those that have 106

successfully rearranged their Trcb gene (DN3b) and 107

those attempting to do so (DN3a). At this stage, 108

it also possible for Tcrd and Trcg genes to be rear- 109

ranged and divert development to a γδ T cell lineage. 110

Successful expression of a mature TCRβ in complex 111

with the preTα receptor then drives a burst of cell 112

division, and development through a CD44−CD25− 113

(DN4) phenotype. Division continues as DN4 cells 114

upregulate CD8 and CD4 coreceptors to become DP 115

cells, a stage we turn to in the next section. 116

While the DN compartment is one of the smallest 117

in the thymus, it is the one in which cells spend the 118

longest time, and various quantifications and models 119

of progression through the DN stages are in general 120

agreement regarding the timescales involved. Our 121

own studies, tracking progeny of congenically marked 122

haematopoietic stem cells in the steady state, sug- 123

gest that it takes up to two weeks for the first donor 124

cells to appear in DN2 and DN3 stages, and a further 125

2-3 weeks for complete turnover of the DN compart- 126

ments6, similar to observations of using experimental 127

transfer of thymic progenitors3. Data from the lat- 128

ter study were used to model the DN1-2 transition7, 129

estimating transit times of around 10 days in DN1 130

and indicating that differentiation to DN2 occurs af- 131

ter multiple rounds of division, supported by the 132

finding that in vitro differentiation of putative early 133
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Figure 1: Mapping the development of αβ T cells in the thymus. Common lymphoid progenitor cells
migrate from the bone marrow to the thymus where they begin a multi-stage process of development. Red
and blue denote the CD4+ and CD8+ lineages of TCRαβ T cells respectively. Discs with arrows denote
the approximate number of cell divisions undergone at each stage. DN - CD4 CD8 double negative, DP -
CD4 CD8 double positive.
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stage Flt3+ DN1 was inefficient and required more134

cell divisions than later stage Flt3− DN1 cells. Other135

quantitative studies have examined the DN compart-136

ment as a whole, modelling its reconstitution follow-137

ing depletion. Thomas-Vaslin et al.8 fitted a multi-138

compartment ODE model of thymocyte development139

to data from drug induced ablation of cycling cells,140

which considered the four major CD4/CD8 develop-141

mental compartments (DN, DP, SP4, SP8). Souza-142

e-Silva et al9 developed an agent-based model de-143

scribing movement and behaviour of thymocytes in144

a 2D lattice following irradiation. These two very145

different approaches derived similar estimated aver-146

age total DN residency times of 16-18d, in agree-147

ment with empirical observations3. Thomas-Vaslin148

et al.8 estimated an average recruitment of 20,000149

ETP per day, and that DN cells undergo an average150

of four cell divisions. While these parameters were151

sufficient to explain the size of the DN compartment152

size and its output, the granularity of the descrip-153

tion may confound influx and proliferation. Studies154

enumerating ETP in the adult thymus reveal around155

1,000 cells10 and others suggest that entry of precur-156

sors into the thymus may be episodic rather than a157

steady flow11. A further level of complexity comes158

from studies suggesting that early thymic progeni-159

tors also have self-renewing capacity12, revealed fol-160

lowing thymus transplantation into IL7R deficient161

hosts that lack common lymphoid progenitors, and162

it is possible this capacity may serve to ensure steady163

thymic repopulation and output in the face of incon-164

sistent progenitor input.165

166

Box 1: Transit and residence times in develop-

ment

When estimating the time taken for cells to progress

through development, care must be taken in the in-

terpretation of the parameters of traditional ordinary

differential equation (ODE) models. Take a popula-

tion N that is fed at a constant rate θ from a precur-

sor population, is at risk of death, and also matures

to a downstream developmental stage. If maturation

and cell death are both modelled as independent, first-

order processes, then if µ is the per capita maturation

rate and δ is the rate at which they die, then we can

model the dynamics of the expected number of cells

in this population using

dN

dt
= θ − µN − δN. (1)

Here µdt and δ dt are the probabilities that a cell will

mature or die, respectively, within a short time inter-

val dt. The residence time of a cell within this devel-

opmental stage – the time it spends there whether it

matures or dies – is therefore exponentially distributed

with mean 1/(µ+ δ). However, the transit time – the

time spent in the compartment by cells that success-

fully mature – follows the same distribution, also with

mean 1/(µ+δ), and not 1/µ. Intuitively, if cells are at

constant risk of dying, those that mature tend to do so

earlier, on average, than those maturing at no risk of

death. This apparent acceleration of maturation will

be most apparent at developmental bottlenecks when

death rates are substantial.

167

The DN3 stage represents a key checkpoint in de- 168

velopment at which thymocytes that fail to undergo 169

productive Tcr gene rearrangements die, and those 170

that succeed commit to either an αβ or γδ lineage 171

fate. While there are clues regarding the role of ex- 172

pression or signalling of the two prototypical TCRs 173

in directing this lineage decision13, the relative prob- 174

ability is unknown and is obscured by the distinct 175

proliferative fates of cells following lineage commit- 176

ment. In contrast to DN4 thymocytes, γδ T cells 177

do not undergo a burst of division and several dis- 178

tinct lineages of γδ T cells emerge during ontogeny, 179

defined by cytokine producing potential. IL-17 se- 180

creting dendritic epidermal γδ T cells, that reside in 181

the epidermis of the skin, are known to develop as a 182
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distinct wave only in the fetal period14. In contrast,183

undifferentiated and interferon-producing γδ T cells184

appear to develop in the thymus throughout life14.185

However, it is unclear what role this population has186

in the production and maintenance of peripheral γδ187

T cells. In general we have little quantitative un-188

derstanding of γδ T cell repertoire development and189

homeostasis, and this area is open for modelling ap-190

proaches.191

Following successful Tcrb rearrangements, DN3 thy-192

mocytes undergo a proliferative burst accompanied193

by differentiation though the DN4 stage to generate194

the large pool of DP thymocytes that audition for195

selection and onward development. Modelling recov-196

ery of thymic development following drug induced197

depletion of cycling cells, Thomas-Vaslin et al.8 es-198

timated that thymocytes divide 8 times as they ex-199

pand and transition from DN to mature DP, and200

that this flux replenishes up to a third of the ma-201

ture DP pool every day. This estimate is in close202

agreement with BrdU labelling studies that found203

a similar fraction of DP thymocytes labelled with204

BrdU overnight15 and our own studies of thymo-205

cyte development discussed below16. While it is not206

fully understood how this burst of cell division is207

controlled, there is evidence that an asymmetric cell208

division (ACD) following successful TCRβ-selection209

of DN3 cells may be involved17. Scribble is a factor210

required for ACD, and Scribble−/− mice have a sub-211

tly enlarged DN4 compartment. Ref. 17 used math-212

ematical models to establish that DN3 cells likely213

undergo at least one symmetric cell division before214

an ACD event. Surprisingly, DP numbers are not215

altered in Scribble-deficient thymocytes, suggesting216

that expansion of DN4 into DP may involve a de-217

gree of quorum sensing rather than an autonomous218

program of divisions.219

2.2 | Selecting the TCRαβ reper- 220

toire 221

At the early DP stage, re-expression of the Rag 222

recombinase complex allows rearrangement of Tcra 223

genes so that DPs may attempt to express a ma- 224

ture αβ TCR heterodimer. From this point, onward 225

development of thymocytes is restricted to those ex- 226

pressing functionally relevant TCRs. Such cells are 227

identified in different selection processes, governed 228

by signals originating from newly expressed TCRs. 229

A fundamental property of useful TCRs is that they 230

have a low level of intrinsic recognition of self-MHC 231

molecules that is thought to facilitate recognition of 232

foreign antigens in the periphery18. Onward devel- 233

opment of such cells is termed positive selection. Be- 234

cause of the random nature of somatic Tcr gene ar- 235

rangements, many newly generated TCRs lack any 236

intrinsic capacity to recognise self-MHC and fail to 237

continue development, ultimately dying ‘by neglect’. 238

Others will recognise self-peptide MHC with high 239

affinity and have the potential to be overtly autore- 240

active, and die through so-called negative selection. 241

Precisely how the TCR repertoire subdivides into 242

useful, useless or dangerous TCRs has been of great 243

interest for many years. The low abundance of ma- 244

ture SPs, at around 5% of all thymocytes, established 245

the view that a similar fraction of DPs express use- 246

ful TCRs and undergo positive selection, and that 247

a smaller fraction are autoreactive and are nega- 248

tively selected, leaving the vast majority expressing 249

useless receptors2. More recently, this question has 250

been probed by different modelling approaches, dis- 251

cussed below, that suggest a far larger fraction of 252

newly generated TCR are functional than previously 253

thought. 254

Our own studies16 took advantage of Zap70−/−
255

mice, who lack expression of the tyrosine kinase 256

Zap70 that is essential for TCR signalling. Without 257

the capacity to transmit TCR signals, thymic devel- 258

opment is arrested at the DP stage in these mice, 259

but it is released following artificial restoration of 260

Zap70 expression. This system revealed three dis- 261
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tinct phases of DP thymocyte development, identi-262

fied by expression of TCR and CD519. TCRloCD5lo263

DP1 thymocytes represent non-selecting cells. DP2264

thymocytes are TCRmedCD5hi and include CD4 and265

CD8 lineage thymocytes at the earliest stage of se-266

lection (0-48hr after onset). DP3 thymocytes are267

TCRhiCD5med DP cells that develop 48-72h follow-268

ing onset of selection, and are exclusively CD8 lin-269

eage cells. Using mathematical models to analyse the270

dynamics with which DP and SP compartments are271

restored provided new insights into the bottlenecks272

created by positive and negative selection. Sinclair273

et al.16 estimated that ∼25% of DP1 thymocytes are274

positively selected but that extensive loss at DP2 and275

DP3 results in only ∼6% of DP1 thymocytes making276

the transition to SP. This high failure rate suggested277

that the extent of negative selection during the DP278

phase is far higher than had previously been thought.279

Analysis of Bim−/− mice supports this conclusion20.280

Bim is a pro-apoptotic protein required for induc-281

tion of cell death during negative selection, and its282

absence leads to the accumulation of a large popu-283

lation of post selection DP thymocytes (defined as284

CD69+ DPs that include both DP2 and DP3 sub-285

sets) that apparently receive strong TCR signals, as286

measured by Nur77 EGFP reporter expression. Sub-287

sequent modelling of development in wild-type and288

Bim−/− mice in the steady state arrived at similar289

conclusions to those derived from our analysis of in-290

ducible development in Zap70−/− mice – that 35%291

of DPs are positively selected but that as many as292

92% of these fail by negative selection at the late DP293

stage21.294

Both Sawicka et al.21 and Sinclair et al.16 concluded295

that the fraction of SPs that die is lower than the296

proportion lost at the late DP stages (8% or 20% of297

CD4 SP respectively, and 32% or 42% of CD8 SP298

respectively). Therefore it appears that negative se-299

lection may occur in two waves. A first large wave300

during the DP stage, presumably in the thymic cor-301

tex and/or during migration to the medulla, purges302

the repertoire of grossly autoreactive cells, of which303

there are many. A second wave occurs amongst SP304

thymocytes and results in deletion of far fewer cells, 305

but likely represents a fine tuning of the repertoire to 306

eliminate rarer thymocytes specific for autoantigens 307

expressed on medullary epithelial cells. This latter 308

process is critical for self tolerance22,23. Overall, neg- 309

ative selection is therefore a costly process. Because 310

the TCR is cross-reactive, intuitively the stringency 311

of negative selection is shaped by the needs to main- 312

tain coverage of the space of foreign peptide-MHC 313

ligands and to avoid reactivity to self. Strikingly, 314

theoretical studies of this trade-off have yielded esti- 315

mates of the optimal rate of negative selection that 316

are remarkably close to the more empirical estimates 317

described above (see ref. 24 for a review). 318

2.3 | The emergence of the CD4:CD8 319

ratio in the thymus 320

The ratio in which CD4 and CD8 T cells emerge 321

from the thymus derives in part from the lineage de- 322

cision during the DP stage (see refs. 25,26 for re- 323

views), which is influenced by the propensities of 324

newly formed TCR to interact with MHC class I 325

and II, and the subsequent population dynamics and 326

stringencies of selection within each lineage. Models 327

have helped to map how the CD4:CD8 asymmetry 328

emerges. Sinclair et al.16 used data from thymic de- 329

velopment in MHC class I and class II-deficient mice 330

to infer that roughly equal numbers of positively- 331

selected DP1 thymocytes are class I and class-II 332

restricted but that only ∼12% of class I-restricted 333

cells in DP2 progress to SP8 while 45% of class II- 334

restricted cell progress to SP4. These figures were 335

validated by comparing the survival of class I- and 336

class II-restricted DP thymocytes following adoptive 337

transfer into normal thymi, and by demonstrating 338

that class I-restricted cells were more susceptible to 339

death through over-expression of pro-apototic fac- 340

tors. This skewing is consistent with estimates that 341

6% and 1% of DPs select into the single-positive CD4 342

and CD8 lineages8. In contrast, Sawicka et al.21 in- 343

ferred from steady-state thymi that the CD4:8 asym- 344

metry emerges during continued negative selection 345
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in the medulla, with greater loss of CD8 than CD4346

SP (32% vs 8%) and a greater proportion of CD4347

SP cells undergoing division than CD8 SP (46% vs348

27%). While analysis of Zap70-induced develop-349

ment by Sinclair et al.16 also suggested greater death350

amongst CD8 SP, it is less clear whether differential351

proliferation is a significant force favouring CD4 T352

cells. Thomas-Vaslin et al.8 estimated that compa-353

rable fractions of CD4 and CD8 SP cells undergo354

one or two divisions, a conclusion supported empiri-355

cally16.356

While there is clear evidence that a far larger fraction357

of Class I- than Class II-restricted thymocytes die358

during selection, whether this is exclusively the re-359

sult of more stringent negative selection is less clear.360

Triggering CD8 lineage development is associated361

with weaker or more transient TCR signals than CD4362

development19,27,28, and so it seems counterintuitive363

that CD8 lineage cells would be more susceptible to364

negative selection. On one hand, the death rate es-365

timates of Sawicka et al.21 were in Bim−/− mice,366

and therefore perhaps constitute an explicit measure-367

ment of the effect of negative selection. On the other368

hand, thymocytes require continued TCR signalling369

for survival29, so it is also possible that death of370

class I-restricted DP thymocytes arises in part be-371

cause weak self-recognition was sufficient to initiate,372

but not complete, the process of positive selection. In373

this regard, measuring levels of negative selection in374

class I- or class II-deficient Bim-deficient hosts would375

help distinguish these possibilities.376

2.4 | Post-selection maturation and377

regulatory T cell378

development379

Modelling has estimated that SP4 and SP8 cells re-380

side for 5-6 days and 4-6 days respectively8,16, con-381

sistent with prior empirical estimates 19,30. This res-382

idence includes the later stages of negative selection,383

as described above, 1-2 divisions16,21,31, and further384

differentation before cells are mature enough for ex-385

port. SPs acquire the capacity to proliferate in re- 386

sponse to TCR triggering and induce expression of 387

surface receptors that permit lymphocytes to start 388

recirculation, such as S1P1 receptor and L-selectin 389

(reviewed in ref. 32). 390

Foxp3-expressing CD4+ regulatory T cells (Treg) are 391

also crucial for maintaining self tolerance and are in- 392

duced at the CD4 SP stage in a process that takes 3-4 393

days33,34. The mechanistic basis of the lineage de- 394

cision is still unclear but it requires TCR signalling, 395

and Treg are thought to to be cells with relatively 396

high self-reactivity, close to the threshold of negative 397

selection35. Relatively few modelling studies have 398

explored Treg development and we do not review the 399

literature here, but a study of ours was motivated 400

by a striking experimental finding that cohorts of 401

T cells expressing the same transgenic TCR differ- 402

entiate into both conventional and regulatory cells 403

in the same environment36. At increasing levels of 404

availability of the TCR’s agonist peptide-MHC, Treg 405

differentiation was progressively more favoured un- 406

til numbers of both lineages decreased at high pep- 407

tide densities, presumably due to heightening levels 408

of negative selection. These observations imply there 409

is a strong stochastic element to the TCR-mediated 410

component of the conventional/regulatory T cell fate 411

decision in the thymus. Bains et al.37 applied a 412

probabilistic model to data from this study to probe 413

the mechanisms by which developing T cells inte- 414

grate information from TCR interactions to make 415

fate decisions. Using a simple graphical argument, 416

together with the information that TCR sensitivity 417

changes progressively during development (see ref. 418

37 and references therein) they inferred that commit- 419

ment can be triggered by extremely low numbers of 420

TCR-peptide-MHC interactions, which lead to Treg 421

commitment if encountered while TCR sensitivity is 422

low but deletion (negative selection) if encountered 423

when TCR sensitivity is higher. The model shows 424

that one does not need to invoke a need for qualita- 425

tively different signals for conventional and Treg de- 426

velopment, and also explains apparently paradoxical 427

observations regarding the effect of partial and full 428
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TCR agonists on the efficiency of Treg production38.429

Such specificity in the fate decision likely assists in430

the generation of tolerance to self antigens without431

excessive deletion of the repertoire.432

3 |Recent thymic emigrants433

Although maturation of SP thymocytes is critical434

for their export, it appears that CD4 and CD8 T435

cells continue to develop even after leaving the thy-436

mus as recent thymic emigrants (RTE) and are dis-437

tinct from mature naive cells39. Much of our under-438

standing of RTE biology comes from Rag2-EGFP439

transgenic mice, in which green fluorescent protein440

(GFP) expression driven from a Rag2 promoter per-441

sists in newly developed T cells for as long as 3442

weeks 40. The GFP system has revealed subtle in-443

creases in the expression of IL-7R, Qa2 and CD28444

over this timeframe, although these differences are445

insufficient to distinguish RTE from the rest of the446

naive compartment. Thymocytes whose egress is447

prevented with the S1P agonist FTY720 continue448

maturation normally (Sinclair and Seddon, unpub-449

lished observations). Thus the ligands responsible450

for this maturation, which include type I interferons,451

TNF and CD70 and exert their effect through NFκ-452

B signalling41, must be present in both thymic and453

peripheral lymphoid tissues. RTE maturation there-454

fore likely represents a continuation of processes that455

begin late in development in the thymus.456

Functionally, RTE undergo weaker proliferative re-457

sponses and secrete lower levels of effector cytokines458

following TCR stimulation40. The reduced expres-459

sion of IL-7R by RTE in mice may impact their abil-460

ity to join the mature pool, since T cells that fail461

to upregulate IL-7R exhibit reduced survival and re-462

duced ability to undergo homeostatic cell division42.463

Therefore, RTE may be at competitive disadvantage464

compared with mature naive T cells. It remains465

an outstanding problem to establish the lifespan of466

RTE relative to mature naive cells and their rate467

of maturation. Measuring these quantities is impor-468

tant because the TCR diversity of the naive repor- 469

toire can only be increased by the release of new T 470

cells from the thymus, and so we want to understand 471

how rapidly and efficiently these cells join the mature 472

naive pool. 473

In mice, our knowledge of RTE dynamics comes from 474

following the fates of newly-exported cells identified 475

using either (i) the Rag2-EGFP system, (ii) a con- 476

genic marker expressed on adoptively transferred or 477

engrafted thymocytes, or (iii) division-linked DNA 478

labelling. The latter is most useful in mice, in which 479

thymocytes proliferate substantially but peripheral 480

naive cells divide rarely, and so over short periods 481

the naive T cells that have accrued label can be in- 482

ferred to be enriched for RTE43. 483

Two important studies44,45 examined RTE and ma- 484

ture naive T cell homeostasis by transplanting addi- 485

tional thymi into healthy mice and quantifying the 486

kinetics of the host and donor-derived naive CD3+ 487

(that is, combined CD4 and CD8 naive T cell) pop- 488

ulations. The accumulation of donor cells in the pe- 489

ripheral pool was close to the estimated total num- 490

ber of cells exported from these thymi in the pre- 491

vious three weeks45, and the donor derived T cells 492

were lost rapidly three to four weeks after trans- 493

plantation44, when donor T cell production ceased 494

due to repopulation of the grafted thymi with host- 495

derived thymocytes. The authors inferred that RTE 496

lived for approximately three weeks and during this 497

time were transiently exempt from homeostatic reg- 498

ulation, but the kinetic of their accumulation and 499

loss could also be explained with RTE having a rel- 500

atively narrow distribution of times to die. Broadly, 501

the behaviour they observed is consistent with a sim- 502

ple model of the flow from thymus to RTE to mature 503

naive T cells, with maturation and loss occurring in 504

both cell populations at random. An RTE lifetime 505

of three weeks is slightly shorter than most estimates 506

of the population-average lifetimes of naive CD4 and 507

CD8 T cells in mice6,46,47. However, later studies 508

that tracked RTE and mature naive cells transferred 509

into the same mouse have come to opposite conclu- 510
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sions regarding their relative abilities to survive48,49.511

These latter studies were performed in mice of dif-512

ferent ages, and as discussed below the survival or513

proliferative ability of naive T cells likely changes514

with host and/or cell age. This effect may be strong515

enough to significantly and progressively alter the516

ratio of RTE lifetime to the population-average life-517

time of mature naive cells as the mouse ages. A re-518

cent study50 modelled data from thymectomy, thy-519

mus transplantation, and from several deuterium la-520

belling studies, all in mice aged around 12 weeks.521

Fitting models simultaneously to all three datasets,522

they also concluded that CD4 RTE have an expected523

lifespan of about 3 weeks, less than that of mature524

naive cells. They also estimated that the expected525

time for a CD4 RTE to mature is about 8.5 weeks,526

meaning that less than a third of them become fully527

functional naive cells. In contrast, van Hoeven et528

al.50 did not detect a difference in lifespan between529

CD8 RTE and mature naive CD8 T cells.530

Thomas-Vaslin et al.8 modelled both intrathymic531

development, as discussed above, and also matu-532

ration and homeostasis of naive T cells, by follow-533

ing cell numbers following transient depletion of di-534

viding cells in both euthymic and thymectomised535

mice. They inferred that the naive compartment536

comprises dividing RTE undergoing a conveyor-belt537

sequence of two divisions, with a mean residence538

time of a few days, and resting, long-lived cells in539

roughly equal proportions. They estimate that naive540

T cell production through proliferation, which is al-541

most exclusively within RTE in their model, is three542

times higher than the rate of production from the543

thymus, which is at odds with other estimates in544

which thymic export dominates over peripheral pro-545

duction6,43,47. It seems likely that this discrepancy546

may be due to increased homeostatic proliferation547

following the depletion treatment, and so these dy-548

namics are probably not reflective of RTE behaviour549

at steady state.550

We have a relatively limited understanding of RTE551

dynamics in humans, in large part because their con-552

tribution to total peripheral production is small47 553

but also because, as in mice, we lack definitive phe- 554

notypic markers. A subset of naive T cells express- 555

ing CD31 is rich in T cell receptor excision circles 556

(TRECs), non-replicating fragments of DNA that 557

are by-products of the generation of the T cell re- 558

ceptor51 and diluted within a population by cell di- 559

vision. The TREC content of CD31+ naive cells de- 560

clines only slowly with age as thymic output falls, 561

suggesting that CD31+ cells are rich in RTE, and 562

the marker tends to be lost following homeostatic 563

division52. However this process is not complete53, 564

meaning that subsets of CD31+ positive cells and 565

their offspring may have been resident in the pe- 566

riphery for some time. In line with this, Bains et 567

al.54 used a small dataset from healthy and thymec- 568

tomised humans with a survival analysis model in 569

which RTE maturation is linked to post-thymic cell 570

age, to infer that there may be considerable het- 571

erogeneity in the rates of maturation of RTE, de- 572

fined by the loss of expression of another putative 573

RTE marker, protein tyrosine kinase 7 (PTK7). Tak- 574

ing a different approach to inferring RTE dynamics, 575

Vrisekoop et al.43 used heavy water labelling in hu- 576

man volunteers to study replenishment and turnover 577

of naive T cells and found that, strikingly, labelled 578

naive T cells were lost extremely slowly over the 16 579

weeks following withdrawal of label. Their initial 580

interpretation was that recently-produced (labelled) 581

cells are more long-lived than the average and so 582

RTE and naive cells produced by homeostatic prolif- 583

eration are preferentially incorporated into the naive 584

pool. The authors later showed that the most par- 585

simonious explanation of these observations is that 586

naive T cells simply form a single homogeneous pop- 587

ulation of long lived cells55, and that because uptake 588

of label is slow it is difficult to make any inference 589

about the relative lifetimes of RTE and mature cells, 590

or to estimate the efficiency with which RTE are in- 591

corporated into the mature pool. A later study by 592

the same group56 similarly found no signal of hetero- 593

geneity in turnover within the naive T cell compart- 594

ments in humans. It seems likely that only direct 595
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identification of RTE will allow us to quantify their596

dynamics in humans under replete conditions.597

4 |Mature naive T cells598

4.1 |The population dynamics of naive599

T cells in mice600

The rate at which new naive T cells are exported601

from the mouse thymus into peripheral circulation is602

typically assumed to be directly proportional to total603

thymocyte numbers. This rate of export rises from604

birth, peaks near 8 weeks of age and then declines605

exponentially, halving roughly every 150 days6,57,58.606

Once in the periphery, naive T cells also undergo607

proliferative renewal in both mice and humans. In608

mice it occurs with a slow kinetic that is consistent609

with entry into cell cycle being a Poisson process6.610

This mode of renewal through single divisions is also611

observed in memory T cells59,60, and contrasts with612

the rapid and more deterministic program of divi-613

sions that takes place during antigen-driven clonal614

expansion of naive T cells into effector and memory615

populations61–63.616

The long-term dynamics of the naive T cell pools in

healthy adult mice can be described remarkably well

by a model pairing a declining thymic source with

constant rates of division and death,

dN

dt
= θ0e

−νt − λN, (2)

where λ is the net effect of of loss of naive617

cells through death or differentiation and cell di-618

vision47,64. Ki67 is a nuclear protein that is de-619

tectable for 3-4 days following cell division55,60,65,66,620

and is detectable in roughly 4% of naive CD4 and621

CD8 T cells in adult mice6. This level gives an622

upper bound on the rate of homeostatic division of623

roughly (0.04/3.5)/d, or a mean interdivision time624

of at least 100 days. This estimate will increase if625

the Ki67 fraction includes any residual expression626

from intrathymic proliferation. The expected resi-627

dence times of naive CD4 and CD8 T cells (the av- 628

erage time taken after thymic export to leave the 629

naive pool due to loss or differentiation) are 2 or 3- 630

fold shorter than this6,47. Because total naive T cell 631

numbers in mice fall only by a factor of two between 632

100 and 500 days of age47,64, this simple analysis 633

confirms that naive cells in adult mice are sustained 634

largely by thymic export47. 635

This simple model implies that naive T cells are ig- 636

norant of each other, but in other physiological set- 637

tings there are multiple strands of evidence for com- 638

petition or quorum sensing. Naive T cell numbers 639

in thymectomised mice decline more slowly than ex- 640

pected from equation 2 (ref. 47). That study con- 641

cluded that either cell loss rates decreased or divi- 642

sion rates increased as numbers fell, due to an in- 643

crease in the availability of homeostatic stimuli. In- 644

deed other studies have assumed competition among 645

naive T cells in mice, modelling it as a simple carry- 646

ing capacity encoded as a density-dependent rate of 647

proliferation or loss67,68. 648

Such models are perhaps motivated by the observa- 649

tion that naive T cells transferred to severely lym- 650

phopenic mice, or those emerging into the periph- 651

ery following T cell depletion, proliferate much more 652

rapidly than in replete conditions8,69–71, with a mean 653

interdivision time of hours or days8,72,73, and this 654

lymphopenia-induced proliferation (LIP) appears to 655

slow as the naive compartment fills72. It seems likely 656

that this slowing is due at least in part to increas- 657

ing competition for resources, because the fold ex- 658

pansion is inversely proportional to the number of 659

cells transferred73,74. The extent to which resource- 660

competition limits homeostatic division under nor- 661

mal conditions, however, is unclear. In one study in 662

mice, more than 90% of peripheral T cells had to 663

be depleted before LIP was observed75 and levels of 664

homeostatic proliferation as measured by Ki67 show 665

very little change with mouse age as cell numbers 666

fall due to waning thymic output (T. Hogan and B. 667

Seddon, unpublished observations) or even following 668

thymectomy43. 669
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The neonatal mouse environment might be consid-670

ered lymphopenic and indeed supports the prolifera-671

tion of adoptively transferred naive T cells from adult672

mice76, but the expansion observed in that study was673

accompanied by a transition to a memory-like phe-674

notype and so cannot be the mechanism of accumu-675

lation of naive T cells during the first few weeks of676

life. Further, while naive T cell Ki67 levels are higher677

in neonates than in adults, SP thymocytes are also678

more proliferative early in life (T. Hogan and B. Sed-679

don, unpublished observations). It is therefore un-680

clear to what extent the rapid accumulation of naive681

T cells in very young mice is driven by a mode of682

lymphopenia-induced proliferation which preserves a683

naive phenotype, or from a highly active thymus,684

with associated residual expression of Ki67 deriving685

from the last stages of thymic development.686

Understanding the nature of resource competition687

among naive T cells is complicated by their non-688

redundant requirements for both TCR signals77–80689

and cytokines such as IL-779,81,82. TCR signals in690

CD8 and CD4 T cells derive from contact with cells691

presenting self-peptides in the context of Major His-692

tocompatibility Complexes (self-pMHC-I and self-693

pMHC-II respectively)83–86. Determining the neces-694

sity of TCR interactions in homeostasis has histori-695

cally been difficult due to the complexities of fully696

ablating MHC but a consensus has emerged that697

TCR signals are required for naive T cell survival698

under healthy conditions80. Cytokines such as IL-7699

are produced by stromal cell components of primary700

and secondary lymphoid organs, such as follicular701

reticular cells87 and lymphatic endothelia88. Naive702

CD8 T cells can additionally take advantage of IL-703

15 to support both their survival and proliferation704

under lymphopenic conditions89. The overall size of705

the T cell compartment appears to be influenced by706

the abundance of IL-7, with over-expression of IL-707

7 leading to an increase in total peripheral numbers708

that is driven by changes in peripheral dynamics and709

not increased thymic output90. For CD4 T cells this710

increase is manifest in both naive and memory com-711

partments, but the increase in CD8 T cell numbers712

is in memory only, perhaps in part due to conversion 713

of naive T cells91. 714

LIP of naive CD4 and CD8 cells is driven by both 715

TCR signaling92,93 and IL-782. There is also evi- 716

dence that cells’ interpretation of homeostatic sig- 717

nals is subject to dynamic tuning. Sensitivity to 718

self-pMHC may be controlled dynamically by CD5, 719

a negative regulator of TCR signaling94 which it- 720

self may be under feedback control from TCR sig- 721

nals79,95, and CD8 T cells deprived of self-pMHC 722

class I exhibit increased sensitivity to TCR stimula- 723

tion96. Similarly, IL-7 signaling may feed back to in- 724

hibit expression of the IL-7 receptor as an ‘altruistic’ 725

response to homeostatic cytokine signaling97. In hu- 726

mans, the role of cytokines such as IL-7 and IL-15 for 727

survival of naive cells is well established98. Whether 728

TCR signals tune functional activity of naive T cells 729

and promote their survival in a similar manner to 730

that described in mice is not known, as we lack an 731

appropriate experimental framework to investigate 732

such signalling in vivo in humans. 733

Together these results suggest that naive T cell num- 734

bers are regulated through the availability of shared 735

resources. This quorum-sensing is mediated by the 736

interplay of at least two signals whose availabilities 737

likely become limiting at different cell densities, and 738

have differing impacts on survival and the propensity 739

for proliferative renewal. It seems that competition 740

for these signals predominantly tunes survival at or 741

near normal cell numbers, but these stimuli drive 742

proliferation when not limiting. We return to the is- 743

sue of the ‘public’ or TCR-clonotype-specific nature 744

of MHC-derived stimuli below. 745

4.2 |Heterogeneity in naive T cell 746

population dynamics 747

To add to this complexity, several experimental ob- 748

servations regarding naive T cell population dynam- 749

ics cannot be explained purely with quorum-sensing 750

models, which implicitly assume that all cells have 751

the same rates of division and of loss at any given 752
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time. One is that aged naive cells in mice appear753

to have a survival advantage over younger naive754

cells in the same environment99. Another derives755

from an experimental system using mice in which756

lymphocyte precursors in the bone marrow are re-757

placed with congenically labelled counterparts fol-758

lowing treatment with the transplant conditioning759

drug busulfan, which depletes stem cells while leav-760

ing the thymus and periphery intact6. Monitoring761

the replacement of host cells with new donor-derived762

T cells into the peripheral T cell compartments al-763

lows one to follow the fates of cell populations of764

different ages and so to test different models of home-765

ostatic renewal and replacement. For the case of a766

single, homogeneous population maintained at con-767

stant numbers, one would expect donor cells to grad-768

ually replace host cells to a stable level equal to769

the chimerism achieved in the upstream (progenitor)770

population, on a timescale determined by the rate771

of population turnover. However, in adult recipi-772

ent mice donor-derived T cells populate the mature773

naive CD4 and CD8 T cell compartments to only774

80-90% of the level expected (i.e. of the chimerism775

attained amongst naive precursors within the thy-776

mus)6. Replacement is complete in other popula-777

tions such as B-cells and naive γδ T cells (T. Hogan,778

M. Verheijen, B. Seddon, unpublished observations),779

indicating that the incomplete replacement of naive780

αβ T cells is not an artefact of the experimental sys-781

tem. One potential explanation of the shortfall is782

that the normal decline in thymic output with mouse783

age causes the influx of donor cells to dwindle before784

the chimerism in the mature naive pool can reach785

that in the thymus, which is established within a786

few weeks after bone marrow transplant. However,787

even for a general homogeneous birth-death mod-788

els with rates of loss and division varying arbitrarily789

with time, thymic involution is too slow to explain790

the incomplete replacement6. The difference in the791

average behaviour of host- and donor-derived cells,792

together with the increased fitness of older cells99,793

then argues against purely homogeneous, potentially794

resource-limited models of turnover in which all naive795

cells are equally likely to divide or die within any 796

given time interval. 797

Heterogeneity in homeostatic dynamics could derive 798

from multiple sources. There may be stable pheno- 799

typic variation – that is, the naive pools comprise 800

subpopulations with different rates of turnover that 801

occupy distinct homeostatic niches. A putative pop- 802

ulation of host-derived ‘incumbent’ cells, established 803

early in life and resistant to displacement, was in- 804

voked to explain the incomplete replacement of naive 805

T cells in the busulfan chimera system6. Heterogene- 806

ity could also emerge progressively through selection 807

or adaptation. In a pure selection scenario, natural 808

variation in the fitness of cells exported from the thy- 809

mus64,100,101 generates heterogeneity in the mature 810

naive T cell pool which develops over an individual’s 811

lifetime through the accumulation of longer-lived or 812

more proliferative cells. If this fitness distribution 813

derives from cell-cell variation in the average affin- 814

ity of the TCR for self peptide-MHC95,102, the naive 815

pool may become progressively enriched for strongly 816

self-reactive cells, potentially increasing the risk of 817

autoimmune disease with age18. The rate at which 818

any selection occurs will be magnified by the gradual 819

decline in thymic output, which progressively starves 820

the pool of new TCR specificities. In a purely adap- 821

tive scenario, naive cells are born equal and the domi- 822

nant source of heterogeneity is cell age; as cells spend 823

more time in the periphery, their fitness changes rel- 824

ative to younger cells in the same environment, ei- 825

ther deterministically or stochastically through the 826

accrual of mutations103. The distribution of fitnesses 827

under selection or adaption might be shaped further 828

through additional competition for resources, either 829

globally or within TCR-specific niches. 830

Without tracking the fitness of individual cells with 831

age, these potential sources of heterogeneity are dif- 832

ficult to distinguish experimentally. For example, 833

Tsukamoto et al.99 ascribed the apparent increase in 834

lifespan of old cells to a process of adaptation or con- 835

ditioning, and not selection. They argued that given 836

the natural decline in thymic output and the short 837
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average lifespan of naive cells in young adult mice838

(∼4-6 weeks for naive CD4, ∼8-11 weeks for naive839

CD86,47,83) selection for long-lived cells should be840

complete in middle aged mice; yet they saw a contin-841

uous increase in fitness of cells taken from mice aged842

between 6 and 24 months, relative to cells in younger843

animals. However, with its approximately exponen-844

tial decline with a half-life of roughly 6 months6,845

thymic output is still appreciable in 2 year-old mice846

and so selection may well continue to operate into old847

age. This uncertainty highlights how quantitative848

models are potentially very useful for discriminating849

between candidate biological mechanisms.850

One can assess the support for different models us-851

ing statistical criteria, but another test of a model’s852

strength is its ability to explain multiple independent853

sets of observations. Taking this approach, a recent854

study of ours64 compared a suite of candidate mod-855

els of naive T cell homeostasis (Figure 2), describ-856

ing constant rates of division and loss (equation 1),857

density-dependent rates of division or death, adap-858

tation, selection, and population heterogeneity with859

incumbent cells. We confronted these models with860

three datasets relating to naive T cell homeostasis861

under healthy conditions or in partial lymphopenia;862

the kinetics of T cell numbers in both euthymic and863

thymectomised mice reported by den Braber et al.47,864

the kinetics of naive T cell replacement in busulfan865

chimeras of different ages, and the results of adoptive866

transfers of naive CD4 T cells from hosts of differ-867

ent ages, reported in Tsukamoto et al.99. Only the868

adaptation model was able to simultaneously explain869

all three datasets (Figure 2), with fitness increasing870

slowly on a timescale of roughly 100 days. This pace871

of accrual of fitness is somewhat at odds with the872

shorter timescales of RTE maturation, and indeed873

a model of a conveyor-belt mechanism of RTE dy-874

namics, a special case of adaptation in which all cells875

progress to maturity (and higher fitness) after a fixed876

time in the periphery, explains these diverse datasets877

poorly64. The study also supports the conclusion of878

Tsukamoto et al.99 that selection alone is unable to879

explain the trend in naive T cell survival with host880

age. 881

This strong support for a dominant role for adapta- 882

tion in naive T cell homeostasis drew on the princi- 883

ple of parsimony, but other homeostatic mechanisms 884

likely operate, to different extents. In particular, 885

as discussed above, resource competition likely reg- 886

ulates cell numbers as thymic output declines, al- 887

though it seems this may be a relatively weak effect 888

and only apparent under more extreme physiological 889

perturbations. This uncertainty highlights the chal- 890

lenge of characterizing complexity in biological sys- 891

tems. Multiple mechanisms likely operate, but our 892

ability to identify and parameterize them all simul- 893

taneously in a single unified model is limited by the 894

number of datasets available and our ability to re- 895

liably search high-dimensional parameter spaces for 896

the best-fitting predictions. 897

4.3 | Regulation of naive T cell 898

numbers in humans 899

There is equivocal evidence for regulation of naive 900

T cell numbers through resource competition in hu- 901

mans. A study by Dutilh and de Boer104 used TREC 902

measurements to infer the existence of a density- 903

dependent homeostatic mechanism – that the net 904

rate of loss of naive T cells in humans is positively 905

correlated with cell numbers. In homogeneous mod- 906

els of naive T cell turnover the TREC frequency – 907

the average number of TRECs per T cell – is un- 908

affected by cell death and is instead determined by 909

the influx of TREC-rich cells from the thymus and 910

their dilution through cell division. (Conversely, the 911

absolute number of TRECs in an individual reflects 912

influx and loss but not cell division, and the num- 913

ber of TRECs per unit volume of blood may be a 914

useful correlate of thymic output105.) Dutilh and de 915

Boer showed that the age-related decline in TREC 916

frequencies in healthy humans was too rapid to be 917

explained by thymic involution alone. They argued 918

that the shortfall could be explained most simply by 919

a compensatory increase in homeostatic cell division 920
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driven by the (modest) decrease in naive cell numbers921

with age. Indeed one study has shown an increase922

in homeostatic division and decline in TRECs per923

PBMC after 20 years of age106. One explanation for924

the discrepancy is that there were differences in the925

ages of the individuals in each of the studies. An-926

other explanation is the one pointed out by Dutilh927

and de Boer, that the TREC dynamics could also928

be explained by increased cell survival rather than929

an increase in cell division with age. In this scenario930

TRECs are slowly degraded within cells, and any in-931

crease in cell lifespan with host age will expose this932

loss and reduce TREC frequencies further. Detecting933

changes in cell survival would be difficult to quan-934

tify using division-labelling alone, if one relaxes the935

assumption that the population is in perfect equi-936

librium with division balancing death. Indeed any937

of these effects may be small, because modelling of938

deuterium labelling in young and old adult humans939

revealed surprisingly little change in the rates of di-940

vision or turnover of naive CD4 and CD8 T cells941

with age, as their numbers fall and thymic output942

wanes107.943

Nevertheless, Reynolds et al.108 modelled naive T944

cell homeostasis in humans assuming that quorum-945

sensing does operate under normal conditions, medi-946

ated by competition for a finite resource of IL-7 that947

regulates both cell survival and homeostatic prolifer-948

ation. In this model cells possess different IL-7 sig-949

nalling thresholds for the two processes, which are950

both lognormally distributed across the population.951

Depending on the probability of survival (p) imme-952

diately following cell division, the model predicts ei-953

ther a unique stable compartment size (p > 0.5)954

or if p < 0.5 stability is followed by a bifurcation955

and subsequent crash in the naive T cell numbers956

in early adulthood, at an age determined by the de-957

cline in thymic output and a saturation in the rate958

of production of IL-7 (assumed proportional to body959

mass). This model predicted an upper bound on the960

proportion of naive cells in cycle of 0.05%. Approxi-961

mately 0.2 – 1% of naive T cells are Ki67+ in young962

adult humans43,109. Assuming a cell cycle duration963

of 12h108 and a Ki67 lifetime of 3.5 days, these ob- 964

servations imply that 0.03-0.14% of naive cells are in 965

cell cycle at any time, which is in broad agreement 966

with the predictions of Reynolds et al.. 967

In contrast, there is strong evidence that homeostatic 968

proliferation contributes substantially to the recon- 969

stitution of the T cell compartments following thera- 970

peutic depletion110 and is manifest in the lymphope- 971

nia induced by untreated HIV infection111. Such 972

polyclonal proliferation is commonly associated with 973

conversion of naive cells to a memory-like phenotype 974

with effector characteristics, which if self-reactive 975

likely contribute to autoimmune diseases110. 976

4.4 | Estimating the relative 977

contributions of thymic output 978

and peripheral division in 979

humans 980

One of the key differences between mice and hu- 981

mans with regard to T cell homeostasis is the rel- 982

ative contribution of thymic output and peripheral 983

division to the maintenance of the mature naive T 984

cell pools. The thymus in a young adult mouse re- 985

leases of the order 106 cells per day6,15,112,113, which 986

is roughly 1% of peripheral T cell numbers and is 987

2- to 5-fold greater than the contribution of pe- 988

ripheral division to daily naive T cell production in 989

adult mice6. Other estimates of this ratio are even 990

higher47. In humans, however, the situation is re- 991

versed. Bains et al.114 drew on several datasets (see 992

references therein) indicating that TREC frequen- 993

cies within naive CD4 T cell populations show very 994

little change up to early adulthood in humans. Pair- 995

ing this observation with a general model of naive T 996

cell homeostasis which assumed a homogeneous naive 997

compartment and allowing rates of cell division and 998

loss to vary arbitrarily with time, they showed that 999

peripheral production exceeds that of the thymus in 1000
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young humans:1001

Production rate through division =( c
τ
− 1

)
θ(t) ' 2θ(t) (3)

where θ is the rate of export of cells from the thy-1002

mus, c ' 0.25 is the average TREC content of a cell1003

emerging from the thymus115 and τ ' 0.08 is the es-1004

timated (and roughly constant) frequency of TRECs1005

per naive CD4 T cell in the periphery up to age 201006

(ref. 111). If the naive T cell pool is assumed to1007

be homogeneous, the predominance of peripheral di-1008

vision over supplementation from the thymus is the1009

only conclusion that can be drawn from the large1010

difference in the average TREC content of recent1011

thymic emigrants and mature naive cells. An analo-1012

gous argument was used by den Braber et al.47, who1013

made a very similar estimate of the TREC content1014

of CD4+ RTE using SP thymocytes from thymec-1015

tomised children, and estimated that post-thymic1016

proliferation accounts for 5-7 times more production1017

than thymic export in young adult humans.1018

Bains et al. also developed a formalism for direct1019

estimation of thymic output using measurements of1020

TREC frequencies and levels of Ki67 within mature1021

naive cells116. Their formulation likely overestimates1022

the level of thymic output roughly 7-fold, by using an1023

estimated Ki67 lifetime that is too low (12h). Using1024

the developed consensus of roughly 3.5 days shifts1025

their estimate to ∼70 million cells per day in young1026

adults, somewhat closer to the more recent estimate1027

by den Braber et al.47 of 16 million cells per day,1028

based on a similar principle of combining measure-1029

ments of TRECs and estimates of division rates using1030

deuterium labelling.1031

As in mice, it is unclear to what extents the ontogeny1032

of the naive T cell pool in infant humans is driven by1033

thymic output and peripheral expansion. Schönland1034

et al.109 found that the frequencies of Ki67+ cells1035

in cord blood from third-trimester neonates of 30-401036

weeks gestation were initially around 10%, roughly1037

100 fold higher than those in young adults, declining1038

to ∼1% by 40 weeks gestational age. However dur- 1039

ing this period they also found that TREC frequen- 1040

cies within both naive CD4+ and CD8+ cells were 1041

stable, but also higher than seen in young adults. 1042

The simplest interpretation of these observations is 1043

that thymic output and post-thymic proliferation are 1044

both greatly elevated in neonates and fall in tandem. 1045

Due to the slow intracellular decay of Ki67, it is un- 1046

clear whether this increased proliferation, which acts 1047

to reduce TREC frequencies, occurs in the periphery 1048

or late in thymic development. 1049

4.5 | Are there TCR-specific niches in 1050

the naive T cell pools? 1051

While there is clear evidence that TCR interactions 1052

with self-peptide-MHC (spMHC) ligands are impli- 1053

cated in naive T cell homeostasis, the specificity of 1054

these signals is unclear. If the necessary stimuli can 1055

be obtained with low-affinity binding, as they ap- 1056

pear to be for positive selection in the thymus, these 1057

promiscuous ligands might be considered a common 1058

resource, and if access to them is limiting they medi- 1059

ate quorum sensing at the level of the total compart- 1060

ment size. In contrast, any degree of specificity in 1061

TCR-mediated homeostatic stimuli opens the door 1062

for a more complex picture of T cell homeostasis in 1063

which different TCR clones compete for access to 1064

diverse ‘private’ spMHC ligands. Due to the cross- 1065

reactivity of the TCR, such niches may be overlap- 1066

ping. Any such structure may facilitate tthe main- 1067

tenance of TCR repertoire diversity. 1068

Despite the rational basis and appeal of this mecha- 1069

nism, in mice there is relatively little direct experi- 1070

mental evidence for the existence of specific spMHC 1071

niches for T cell clones in the steady state, partly 1072

because many studies in this area have used TCR 1073

transgenic cells in unphysiologically high numbers 1074

or in lymphopenic settings. The expansions of dif- 1075

ferent clonotypes are reduced when co-transferred 1076

to the same animal, suggesting a dominant role for 1077

a public resource73 and intra-clonal inhibition has 1078
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been shown not to require interactions with MHC117.1079

However, TCR specificity can impact the ability to1080

obtain homeostatic stimuli102,118, and TCR trans-1081

genic cells can be seen to receive weaker TCR signals1082

in a monoclonal than in a polyclonal host mouse119,1083

although the compounding effect of competition for1084

IL-7 makes it hard to assess whether survival is in-1085

deed impacted by these subtle changes in the TCR1086

signalling. Perhaps the only study to directly address1087

the possibility of TCR-specific niches using clonal1088

frequencies closer to physiological levels is that of1089

Hataye et al.120, who demonstrated that the extent1090

of proliferation of TCR transgenic T cells follow-1091

ing transfer to normal mice was dependent on their1092

clonal abundance.1093

The evidence for or against TCR-specific niches in1094

humans is also limited, but to explore this issue1095

Ciupe et al.121 analysed data from patients with a1096

profound defect in thymic development whose pe-1097

ripheral T cell compartments reconstituted following1098

thymus transplantation. Their aim was to assess the1099

relative importance of common and TCR-specific re-1100

sources in regulating the size and TCR diversity of1101

the peripheral T cell pool, essentially by comparing1102

the rates at which these quantities reach equilibrium1103

following transplant. They concluded that the car-1104

rying capacity for a single TCR clone in isolation1105

is approximately 1000 times the typical clone size1106

under normal (lymphoreplete) conditions, implying1107

that in healthy individuals, T cell numbers are regu-1108

lated far more strongly at the population level than1109

at the clonal level. However, their study did not1110

distinguish naive and memory T cells. The latter1111

may contain more highly expanded clones and have1112

a strong impact on diversity estimates. It therefore1113

is possible that the equilibration of naive T cell di-1114

versity occurs on a different timescale to that of the1115

peripheral T cell pool as a whole.1116

Assuming a significant role for spMHC niche-based1117

competition, several studies have modelled the1118

within-host evolution of TCR clonal structure using1119

stochastic birth-death models. Lythe et al.122 used1120

a model of competition for a set of spMHC niches 1121

and estimate naive T cell clone sizes in humans to 1122

be of the order 10 cells, a result which is insensitive 1123

to the details of niche structure and level of TCR 1124

cross-reactivity by construction. This result assumes 1125

a 1:25 ratio of thymic output to peripheral produc- 1126

tion, which is rather low compared to experimental 1127

estimates, at least in young adults (see above). The 1128

estimated clone size would decrease if this ratio in- 1129

creases and so their analysis could quite reasonably 1130

be consistent with an average TCR clone size being 1131

close to one cell. Stirk et al.123 described a model 1132

in which naive T cells are characterised by the de- 1133

gree to which their spMHC niche is shared by other 1134

cells, which they refer to as the mean niche overlap 1135

and might be identified with the cross-reactivity of 1136

the TCR. They show that all TCR clonotypes are 1137

guaranteed to go extinct within some finite time and 1138

that the lower a clone’s niche overlap the longer its 1139

expected residence time, due to reduced competition 1140

for resources. They argue that clones with lower 1141

overlap in spMHC requirements likely have a cor- 1142

respondingly low coverage of foreign peptide-MHC, 1143

and so an intermediate mean niche overlap is opti- 1144

mal for maintaining a diverse, long-lived repertoire 1145

with effective coverage of the space of foreign epi- 1146

topes. This result echoes the argument that there 1147

is an optimum level of cross-reactivity of the T cell 1148

receptor that results from a trade-off between the 1149

high specificity needed to avoid negative selection in 1150

the thymus or the periphery, and the low specificity 1151

(high cross reactivity) needed to increase the proba- 1152

bility that the repertoire is able to recognise a given 1153

foreign pMHC124. In a subsequent study, Stirk et 1154

al. went further to derive extinction probabilities 1155

for clones as a function of their similarity in speci- 1156

ficity125. 1157
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4.6 | The onward journey – naive1158

T cells constitutively generate1159

memory cells1160

Naive T cells can be recruited into effector or mem-1161

ory populations through cognate pMHC interactions.1162

Memory cells divide and turn over more rapidly than1163

naive cells in both mice and humans and so they1164

are more amenable to analysis using DNA labelling1165

methods. We do not review these studies here but1166

a key observation is that memory cells, even more1167

so than naive cells, display considerable heterogene-1168

ity in their homeostatic dynamics. Such analyses1169

typically assume that memory populations are self-1170

renewing and at equilibrium, but the interpretation1171

of label uptake kinetics, and estimates of rates of1172

division and turnover, can be complicated or con-1173

founded if there is any influx into memory com-1174

partments. Recently it has been shown by us and1175

others that even in the absence of overt infection,1176

there are considerable constitutive flows from naive1177

to memory in mice in addition to kinetic heterogene-1178

ity within both effector and central memory sub-1179

sets60,126. Gossel et al.60 studied the replacement1180

of memory compartments following transplantation1181

of busulfan treated adult mice with congenic bone1182

marrow. Surprisingly, donor cells were observed to1183

steadily infiltrate both central and effector memory1184

compartments over the life of the hosts. In con-1185

trast to naive compartments, in which extensive re-1186

placement of host cells is observed, only around half1187

of host memory cells are replaced by the donor in-1188

flux. Nevertheless, analysing flow rates revealed the1189

donor influx to be substantial, with ∼12% of CM1190

and 6% of EM compartments replaced each week1191

in young adult mice. Tonic flow into the memory1192

pool was also reported by Kawabe et al.126, follow-1193

ing transfer of purified naive CD4 T cells into con-1194

genic hosts. They also addressed the key issue of1195

the identity of the antigenic drivers for this mem-1196

ory influx, and identifed a role for self recognition.1197

As described above, MHC-dependent proliferation of1198

transferred naive T cells from adult mice generates1199

memory CD4 T cells in neonates76, and this force 1200

acting on neonatal T cells likely contributes to the 1201

early establishment of the memory pool in young 1202

mice. Significantly, Kawabe et al. showed that germ- 1203

free mice possess a CD4 memory compartment of 1204

comparable size to that in conventional SPF reared 1205

mice, suggesting that self-driven LIP is a major con- 1206

tributor to the establishment of the memory com- 1207

partment. Similarly, they showed that conversion of 1208

naive to memory in adult mice was dependent upon 1209

TCR and CD28 signalling. Treatment of mice with 1210

broad-spectrum antibiotics did not reduce the ex- 1211

tent of conversion to memory, and the authors argued 1212

that the same self-recognition drives this flow in both 1213

neonate and adult, albeit at different rates. 1214

Although self recognition is one driver for establish- 1215

ing and feeding the memory pool in young mice, a 1216

study of mice co-housed with pet-store mice127 re- 1217

vealed enlarged memory compartments, demonstrat- 1218

ing that commensal and environmental microbes are 1219

also important drivers of the establishment, and po- 1220

tentially maintenance, of the memory compartments. 1221

It remains to be determined whether exposure to 1222

such antigens contributes to these tonic flows into 1223

memory, and what implications these flows – what- 1224

ever their drivers – have for maintenance of preexist- 1225

ing memory to pathogens. 1226

5 | Future directions and 1227

challenges 1228

It is now clear that, at least in mice, the naive T cell 1229

compartment is far from a simple homogeneous pool 1230

of cells awaiting activation. Instead it is a complex 1231

mixture of cells at different developmental stages and 1232

of diverse ages, whose population structure shifts as 1233

the host ages and thymic output dwindles. It is also 1234

evident that diversity in both developmental status 1235

and residence in the periphery impacts T cells’ func- 1236

tional and homeostatic properties. Mathematical ap- 1237

proaches have played an important role in revealing 1238
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this complexity. They have also been successful in1239

revealing the commonalities and differences in T cell1240

homeostasis in experimental mouse models and hu-1241

mans, which would otherwise rely on distinct exper-1242

imental analyses and approaches. There is also a1243

considerable literature describing changes to the size,1244

dynamics and TCR repertoire of naive CD4 and CD81245

T cells that occur in old age128,129. We have not1246

reviewed this literature but this is an area perhaps1247

under-studied by modellers.1248

Precisely how heterogeneity in cellular homeostatic1249

fitness becomes established, and its implications for1250

the function of the T cell compartment as a whole1251

remains to be fully elucidated. To what extent is1252

diversity in fitness imposed during thymic develop-1253

ment, and on which selection pressures act in the pe-1254

riphery to shape the T cell repertoire? Does the mi-1255

croenvironment play a role in tuning the behaviour1256

of T cells? Or are there autonomous modifications1257

to fitness as cells age? And what are the nature1258

and structure of any homeostatic niches that underlie1259

competition within and between clones for a place in1260

the repertoire? Quantitative modelling approaches1261

will continue to be important here, particularly as it1262

seems likely that several such mechanisms may op-1263

erate, and their combined effect may be difficult to1264

predict intuitively.1265
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